
Aspen Chandelier 
 
5040A - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 
 
Thank you for your Fuse Lighting purchase.  Shipping the Aspen Chandelier in pieces significantly 
reduces packing and shipping costs. Installation should be done by a professional electrician and an 
assistant.  To protect the finish, do not set chandelier frame directly on the floor. 

ONE – ATTACH STEM AND CEILING CANOPY 

 Remove mounting screws around ceiling canopy and remove mounting plate. Save these 
screws for final installation. 

 Feed wires from top of canopy completely though detached stem. Loctite ™ threaded pipe on 
top of frame and attach stem, ensuring both stem has been screwed tightly to frame and 
wiring has cleared top of stem. 

 Because of transport, the cluster arm may also need to be tightened. 
 Unscrew nut and washer at top of stem. Feed wires through center opening in canopy and rest 

on top of stem.  Apply Loctite ™ to threaded pipe and screw nut and washer back on, securing 
canopy to stem. 

 Note: Eye bolts on both canopy and top of frame must align for diagonal support rods to fit 
properly. If they are not aligned, turn the canopy while securely holding the stem in place. 

 TWO – ATTACH SUPPORT RODS 
 Attach each support rod, starting at the frame.  Eye bolts may be removed to 

allow easy attachment to canopy. 
 Note: It is natural for diagonal support rods to float between eye bolts. Once 

chandelier is hung, the frame will settle and support rods will fit snuggly. 

  
THREE – HANG CHANDELIER 

 Mount plate to ceiling using appropriate hardware. We recommend that 
plate be mounted directly to structural elements at much as possible. 

 Note: Installer/client is responsible for properly securing mounting plate to 
ceiling. Reinforce ceiling as necessary. Installer to select and supply 
appropriate mounting hardware. 

 Wire chandelier to J-Box 
 Slide ceiling canopy over mounting plate and secure with mounting screws 

  
FOUR - ATTACH GEMS 

 Unwrap all the gem strands and lay them out on a table.  Due to the organic 
nature of these gems some strands will be longer than others so you will 
want to stagger the lengths evenly as you hook the strands into each hole 
around the fixture.Extra gem hooks have been provided should any fall out 
during shipping or installation 


